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BENEFITS SERVICE – PROGRESS AGAINST IMPROVEMENT 

PLAN 

 
 

1. Summary 
 

The report updates Members with the latest performance information for the  
Benefits service. 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 

That Members note the sustained improvement in performance of the 
Benefits service and progress against the Improvement Plan targets. 

 

 
3. Background and Discussion 
 

3.1. Following underperformance of the Benefits services due to a 
combination of unprecedented workloads caused by the recession 
and long term sickness within the Benefits Team, Management Team 
authorised a short term injection of additional resources to assist in 
dealing with the backlog of work and in April 2010 Members agreed 
an Improvement Plan that set future targets to ensure substantial and 
sustained improvement in service levels.    

 
3.2. Progress against the Improvement Plan has since been reported 

regularly to Members with the last detailed reports having been 
submitted to Quality Services on 7 September and Cabinet on 25 
November 2010.  The improvement achieved has been significant 
and is sustained. 

 
3.3. The service manager and the Strategic Director continue to receive 

comprehensive statistical information weekly with Management Team 
retaining an overview of performance trends.  

 
3.4. Appendix A shows the improvement in performance over the past 

year together with current performance against the Improvement Plan 
targets. All aspects of performance meet, or are close to meeting the 
targets set. Where they are available Department for Work and 
Pensions (DWP) figures have also been shown. These are the 
definitive figures for performance but there is a considerable time-lag 
before they are published. DWP has just published 2010/11 Quarter 1 
statistics whereas Dartford has the Quarter 2 figures available. All 
days quoted are calendar days, not working days.  

 

3.5. In summary, and using Dartford figures for consistency, the average 
no. days to process a new claim has reduced from 50 days in Quarter 
2 2009/10 to 22 days in Quarter 2 2010/11 and average no. days to 
process a change in details (CID) has reduced from 42 days in 
Quarter 2 2009/10 to 11 days in Quarter 2 2010/11. Although the 
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percentage of new claims and changes processed within 14 days of 
receipt of all necessary information (claim complete) is slightly below 
target; at 89% against a target of 90%, it is reassuring to know that 
the average time to process a new claim, once complete, is less than 
7 days.  

 
3.6. Workload has not yet returned to pre-recession levels or patterns and 

although currently contained, continues to challenge service 
resources. However, efforts to sustain performance continue in the 
context of the project to introduce a joint Revenues and Benefits 
service with Sevenoaks District Council and this project remains on 
schedule. Service levels for the joint service were agreed based upon 
a balance of customer expectation and service capacity and cost. 
Targets in the Improvement Plan were therefore set so as to ensure 
common performance standards across the two authorities in 
advance of the establishment of a joint team. Current performance is 
broadly equivalent.  Both authorities will be under pressure to 
maintain performance during the transition to the joint service. 

 
4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 
 The Corporate Plan includes the Council’s aim to provide high quality services 

that reflect public aspirations and demonstrate improvement. 
 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 

assessments 
 

 
Financial Implications 

All measures taken to date have been 
funded from existing service budgets. 
There are no financial implications as a 
result of this report. 

Legal Implications As set out in the body of the report 
Staffing Implications As set out in the report and appendix 

Administrative Implications None 
Risk Assessment There is a risk that a larger than 

anticipated increase in workload or an 
unexpected loss of processing capacity 
will again lead to a build up of work. The 
accurate and timely performance 
information now available will enable 
injection of additional resources to 
compensate, should this be necessary. 
 
There is a risk that the necessary work 
to create the joint service will detract 
from delivering the day-to-day service, 
or vice versa. Careful project planning 
and monitoring together with thoughtful 
use of project contingency will mitigate 
this risk. 
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6. Appendices 

 
Appendix A Performance  
  

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Documents 
consulted 

Date File Ref Report  
Author 

Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 12.11.10  Sheri Green 
01322 343125 

Benefits 
Strategic 

Not 
applicable 

 


